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Provide some ways to find the issues where an user Is mentioned 
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Description

At this time there isn't a way to find all issues where an user is mentioned nor via filter nor via email.

Should be possibile to:

to search issue where i'm mentioned

customize the subject of the email related to comment where i'm mentioned.

The old plugin used before the landing of this feature in redmine-core, was implement the way 2

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Feature #36162: Add notification reason to the email ins... New

History

#1 - 2023-04-28 14:27 - Dmitry Makurin 

- File 38492.patch added

- File ksnip_20230428-131659.png added

Here is a patch which adds a [Mention] label to the email's subject when user was mentioned.

It's really hard to distinguish a regular notification and mentioned one. The patch will allow to easily highlight that someone wants specifically your

attention. Especially useful for project managers that might have hundreds of email per day.

Screenshot:

 ksnip_20230428-131659.png 

#2 - 2023-04-29 06:51 - pasquale [:dedalus]

Good for me. I think we should implement also search filter.

Go Maeda what you think?

#3 - 2023-05-04 02:10 - Go MAEDA

- Related to Feature #36162: Add notification reason to the email instead of the default static email footer added

#4 - 2023-06-22 15:53 - Dmitry Makurin 

Made a simple plugin from the 38492.patch: https://github.com/red-soft-ru/redmine_email_mention_label.

#5 - 2023-10-29 22:08 - Marius BĂLTEANU

For email notifications, we will add the "Mentioned" reason on top of #36162.

Files

38492.patch 39 KB 2023-04-28 Dmitry Makurin 

ksnip_20230428-131659.png 21.1 KB 2023-04-28 Dmitry Makurin 
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